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You achieve
$500 in personal sales

You earn
75 Pink Dollars

You achieve
$1000 in personal sales

You earn
125 Pink Dollars

You achieve
$1000 in personal sales

You earn
150 Pink Dollars

product

Earn up to $350 in free product when you achieve personal sales during your �rst 90 days.

A sample Deluxe Enrollment Kit is depicted here. Pink Zebra reserves the right to change product in the enrollment kits without notice.

Success can be yours with Pink Zebra!

Be rewarded $575 in Pink Dollars to purchase 
FREE products and supplies in your �rst 90 days 
when you sell and sponsor! Plus, earn 400 Pink 

Dollars when you become a Manager and an 
additional 250 Pink Dollars when you help one of 

your personal sponsors become a Manager!

Look inside for all the rewards
you can earn!
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Earn up to $225 in free product when you personally sponsor Consultants who 
achieve $500 sales in their �rst 30 days.

You achieve

(you coach him or her to 
reach $500 in personal sales)

You earn
75 Pink Dollars

You achieve

(you coach him or her to 
reach $500 in personal sales)

You earn
75 Pink Dollars

You achieve

(you coach him or her to 
reach $500 in personal sales)

You earn
75 Pink Dollars

product

Leadership has perks, and at Pink Zebra, you have the opportunity 
to earn 400 Pink Dollars when you become a Manager. PLUS as the 
direct upline of someone who becomes a Manager, you can earn 
Pink Dollars as well. As the upline, you earn 250 Pink Dollars when 
you help your Level 1 become a Manager.

Earn 400 Pink Dollars when you earn the title of Manager!

Earn 250 Pink Dollars when a personal sponsor becomes a 
Manager!

You become You earn

a Manager
an upline of a Manager

Manager is just the beginning of leadership. You’re 
on your way up! Rise through the ranks and earn incentives 
like Pink Zebra jewelry, trips, custom boots, and yes, even a 
tiara! Our top leader Sandi Parkey is pictured here in her 
exclusive Pink Zebra photo shoot!

To be eligible for the 400 Pink Dollars, Paid As Title of Manager must be held for two consecutive 
months from initial promotion to Manager. Any break in Paid As Title for two consecutive months 
will forfeit Pink Dollar awards. Upline must be quali�ed as a manager or higher during the same 
period as his or her personal sponsor earning the Manager Paid As Title. Upline may earn 250 Pink 
Dollars for each personal sponsor who achieves the Manager title under this incentive.
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Opportunity + Flexibility = Rewards!
With Pink Zebra you have the chance to own your own business, which means opportunity and �exibility that become rewards. Rewards come 
in many forms, and with Pink Zebra you get to develop your business to the degree you choose. 

Q: How do I get started in my Quick Start Incentive?
A: Simple. Schedule your �rst parties and begin selling and sponsoring.
You only need to sell $500 in the �rst 30 days to earn $75 in FREE products.

Q: Can I earn all levels or any one level?
A: Each level stands on its own, and any one level or all of the six levels may be 
achieved. For example, if you achieve Level 1, miss Level 2, earn Level 3 and 
sponsor one quali�ed new team member, you would be rewarded for Levels 1 and 
3 and one sponsoring level.

Q: What sales count toward the Quick Start Incentive?
A: Personal sales consist of any type.

Q: Can I reach multiple levels before the end date?
A: Yes, you can. For example, if you start and within 30 days have personal sales of 
$1500, you would earn both Level 1 and Level 2 and still have the remaining days 
to achieve your Level 3.

Q: Does any overage from one level count toward the next level?
A: Yes, it does. For example, if you place orders of $750 in your �rst 30 days, the 
incremental $250 counts toward your Level 2 achievement goal of $1,000.

Q: How long does my new sponsor have to qualify in order for me to earn my 

sponsoring reward?
A: Sponsoring rewards are awarded after the new team member has achieved 
$500 in personal sales within his or her �rst 30 days. This can mean that the 
reward can be paid out up to 119 days from the start of your Quick Start 
program. For example, you start on 8/1. Your 90 days ends on 10/29. A new 
team member may enroll under you on the last day of the incentive (10/29), 
and he or she would still have 30 days to qualify with $500 in personal sales.

Q: Can I earn more than the three Quick Start Sales and three Quick Start 

Sponsoring levels that are posted in the incentive?
A: No, you are only eligible for three Quick Start Sales levels and three Quick 
Start Sponsoring levels.

Q: Do Pink Dollars expire?
A: Yes, they expire 12 months from the date they are posted.

$1300

®

Toll Free 1.855.PINK ZEBRA (1.855.746.5932)
www.PinkZebraHome.com

1601 Gillingham Ln. Suite 120 -Sugar Land, TX 77478

Contact your independent Consultant:
Did you know if you 
achieve all of the 

Quick Start Sales and 
Sponsoring levels, you 

will promote to 
Executive Consultant?

Way to go!

You can earn over $1300 in your �rst 90 days by achieving the 
Quick Start Incentive! What a great way to start.
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